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Wiss, Janney, Elstner Inc., (WJE) Affiliated Consultant Nicholas J. Carino, PhD, Receives
Katharine and Bryant Mather and Walter C. Voss Awards from ASTM International
NORTHBROOK, IL (November 19, 2009) — Nicholas J. Carino, PhD, a concrete technology
expert and affiliated consultant with WJE’s Cleveland office, has received two distinguished
awards from ASTM International. Dr. Carino was honored with the 2009 Katharine and Bryant
Mather Award by ASTM International Committee C09 on Concrete and Concrete Aggregates for
his exceptional research and managerial efforts within the concrete technology industry. He was
also presented with the 2009 Walter C. Voss Award for his notable contributions in the field of
building technology and for advancing the state of knowledge and applications for
nondestructive testing methods for concrete performance evaluation.
A fellow of ASTM International and the American Concrete Institute, Dr. Carino is also a
member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and the International Concrete Repair
Institute. He holds a bachelor's degree in civil engineering and a master's degree and a
doctorate in structural engineering, all from Cornell University in Ithaca, New York.
“Please join me in congratulating Dr. Carino in receiving these significant awards from ASTM
International,” said Cleveland Branch Unit Manager and Associate Principal Gary Wentzel.
“These awards are a reflection of Dr. Carino’s and WJE’s commitment to being a leader in the
evaluation, testing and instrumentation, and repair and rehabilitation of concrete structures,”
said Wentzel.
About WJE
WJE is an interdisciplinary firm of architects, structural engineers, and materials scientists that
specializes in the investigation, analysis, testing, and design of repairs for historic and
contemporary structures. WJE focuses on delivering practical, innovative, and technically sound
solutions across all areas of construction technology. Since the firm's founding more than fifty
years ago, WJE specialists have brought the collective experience gained from conducting more
than seventy-five thousand investigations worldwide to every construction challenge. WJE
combines state-of-the-art laboratory and testing facilities, nationwide offices, and knowledgesharing systems to provide solutions for the built world. For more information, please visit
wje.com.
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